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Context of the Area Studies Crisisí
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INTRODUCTION

\\I/try should English-speaking étbiopisanls and Africanisrs concern
W themselves wiú a body ofwork by scholars wridng in a language that

is hard to learn and mastered by few foreigners; researchers who for the most
part worked in dificulr material conditions, with lirnited access to primary
materials and few opportunities to conduct 6eldwork; and whose counrry
suffered for seventy years under a totalitarian political system that punished
independent thought ferociously? Is it not true úat Soviet writings on Africa
ìilere mosdy úe tedious and conformist outpourings of Communist Party
hacks parroting úe latest polidcal line ? Well, yes, perhaps, up to a point.
ïïventy-five years ago I wrote, in response to a similar rhetorical question,
that there were in fact

three main reasons for looking specifically at the Russian literarure
on different aspects of Ethiopian... life and culture. Firstly, foreign
students of any cultures cannot afford to ignore the insights ofother
foreigners - from the third corner o[ a triangle - into úose cul-
tures.... Se condly... there has been substantial contact for many years
benveen the diplomats, traders, scholars, adventurers and clerics of
the rwo areâs. Lasdy... the study of this body of litereture may lead
to úe discovery by some readers úat Soviet scholarship is not quite
so monoliúic... as they may have believed.2

Do any of úese arguments still hold true after the collapse of the Soviet
Union and the socialist bloc in l99l and through the much-publicized
meúodological and epistemological crises of the various (Western) area
studies specializations in úe mid-1990s?3

The elephant in úe room is, ofcourse, the cold war. Soviet srudies (and
to some extent Soviet African studies) received well-funded attention from
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Western academicians precisely because úeir governments \Manted to know
what Soviet analysts wrote and thought, especially about geographic areas in

which rhe W'esrern and socialist poli-tical blo.r were .o-!.,úg for political
infuence. This does not logically mean, however, that geostrategic interest
was the only or even the originadng motivation for the ernergence of such
studies. Soviet texts also received some of úe same sort of attention from
African scholars, either because they, as the subjects of analysis, wanted to
know what was usefully being written about them, or because they were
sympathetic to the socialist project and looked to Soviet experience as some
sort of guide . But the question is still, why pay attention nowadays, when
circumstances are completely different ? Seve ral answers are possible.

In this chapter I shall argue 6rst that despite the apparently competing
ideological foundations of W'estern and Soviet African studies, the two tra-
didons share certain important common features. Not least of these is what
Sí/.G. Martin and M.O. 

'W'est 
have termed a national 

'Africanist 
cr€ation

narration" with its roots in what is arguably an úistorical account of the
origins of "area studies" in general.a The widely shared assumption is that
because area studies as a set of cross-disciplinary specializations received a
major stimulus in the late 1940s and early 1950s from the onset of the cold
war,little significant work could have been done in the tradition before that
period. This, however, is an oversimplification, as D.C. Engerman has con-
tended for Soviet studies and Martin and West have shown in the African
studies arena.5 W'ith regard to Soviet African studies, as Peter Limb has
argued,

what is sometimes not appreciate d by non-specialists is that there was
a'school' (of sorts) of Africanists in the USSR developing as early as
the 1930s, roughly the same time Herskovits et al. were staking their
claim to be the Êrst generation of Africanists.... That Potekhin and
Olderogge were prominent during the Stalin period, and therefore
had their careers overlaid with all manner of interference and wider
calumny probably helps account, together with the Cold W'at for
their relative obscurity in the W'est and Africa.... Potekhin and
Ol'derogge were certainly titans of early Soviet African Studies.6

Limbt dating of the emergence of an Africanist school to the 1930s may be
conservative.T There was also at least one attempt to develop a programmatic
agenda as early as the late 1920s, although ir did nor bear fruir.s

Second, I shall argue that the corpus of Russian and Soviet research on
Ethiopia and the Horn ofAfrica before l99l can be periodized, and can also
be meaningFully distinguished from Soviet ,4fikanistika (African studies)
in general. This is both because it derives directly and legitimately from a
preexisting and lengthy tradition of I/ostokoaedenie (Oriental srudies) and
also because of its sustained seriousness.e The corous includes texts on lin-

L
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guisrics, an important travel literature going back to the nineteenth century,

ãnd seminal historical writings, on all ofwhich more later. There is also some

evidence that Russian scholars themselves, implicitly at least, recognize this

disdnctiveness.
Last, and in contrest, when we exarnine many of úe Soviet publica-

tions on, for example, the neighboring region of East Africa, we cen see

that Soviet African studies were generalfi characterized by severe empirical

weakness. [n other words, they were usually more dependent on reworki^g

evidence from published African or'Western sources according to an ideo-

logically determined program - obobshcbenie (generalization) - than on

original 6eldwork.r0 In addition, they were typified by the use of a common

paradigm - a stereotyped form of Marxism - rather úan by úe contending

ichools of thought characteristic of úe 
'Western 

social sciences.rr'W'hether

úese characteri stics in and ofthemselaes constituted (or constitute) crippling

deficiencies is a matter for debate. [n my opinion, they do not, since one can

easily imagine that works of synthesis using a Marxist problemadc could and

in fact sometimes do offer valuable new insights. 
'W'hen 

Soviet writing on

Ethiopia or East Africa fails, it fails for deeper reasons.

AREA STUDIES IN CRISIS? SOVIET STUDIES, AFRICAN STUDIES,
AND SOVIET AFRICAN STUDIES

It seems to be generally agreed, certainly in the United States, but also

elsewhere,12 that area studies as a concept, as well as the various area studies

specializations - Soviet srudies, African studies, Asian studies, and so forth
- are all in crisis. Th.y are certainly under some kind of challenge. The crisis
is pardy strucrural in that rhe political imperative of superpower rivalry úat

to a degree underpinned area studies funding has vanished. It is epistemo-
logical insofar as rhe object of srudy - úe geographic, political, or cultural
area - may either also have disappeared (úe Soviet Union) or else is being
re-interrogated (Africa). And it is meúodological, in that area studies are
vulnerable to challenge from various theoretical perspectives, as Catherine
Coquery-Vidrovitch has fo rcefu lly po inted out :

...most French researchers of my generation still call themselves
i{.fricanists" in spite of úe judicious case raised by Edward Said,
welve years ego against Orientalism... which could be easily trans-
posed to African studies even if it occurred half a century later.... Of
course, we owe a lot to the 6rst déficheurs [clearers], the colonial
administrators who were passionate in their 6eld. But this leads to
most of the distortions, denounced by Valentin Mudimbe, of the
"colonial library" which we all Ênd difficult to get rid of,13

In the meantime, rational choice úeorists have been busy cridcizing the area
studies approach as 

'journalistic, 
atheore tical and generally mushy." Political
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scientists - among them the Africanist Robert Bates - have argued contro-
versially that there is a consensus that "area studies has [sic] failed to generate
scientifi c knowledge." ta

It is widely accepted, especially in the United States, that the emergence
of area studies was fundamentally connected to the beginning of the cold
war, which

exerted a powerful and lasting influence on the structure and char-
acter ofAmerica's universities. It unleashed a flood of federal cash...
perhaps the most direct impact of the Cold \(/ar on the humanities
curriculum was in the funding and encouragement oF'area studies.'
The notion of area studies arose during\Jíorld\üü'ar II and metasta-
sized in the followingyears....r5

But it is equally important to recognize that geographically defined area
studies, whether ofAfrica or some other developing continent such as Latin
America or Asia, or even of the Soviet LJnion, also

enrerged from a re-imagining o[ space which took place in the
middle decades of the rwentieth century. A particularly important
Feature of this re-imagining was that it created t cnmlnzn spatial
framework which could be used by a variety of different humanities
and social sciences, and which úerefore marked out a spece for úe
interdisciplinary study of societies as totalities.ì6

In this spectrum of "area studies," Soviet studies were an important com-
ponent, and especially in the United States and for the significant period
when they were among those specializations most driven by geopolidcal
and ideological imperatives. In fact, in recent decades, Soviet studies in the
United States were "famously selÊcontained [and] heavily weighted with
people interested in national security issues."rT But the origins of Soviet
studies predated the cold warrs and were a more complex ideological phe-
nomenon than such an account suggests. For instance, we might take into
account a strong and countervailing tendency that adopted what might be
termed a "left critical" stance towards the USSR. The two Glasgow-based
journals - Soaiet Studies, in its early years, and Critique: ÁJournal of Soaiet
Studies and Socialist Tbeory from the mid-I970s - were examples of this
rrend. Souiet Studies was launched in June 1949 under úe editorship of

two Communist academics, Jack Miller and Rudolf Schlesinger, and was

designed from the start to operate "within the social sciences, not the tra-
ditional framework of language,literature and history."re ln addirion, Miller
and Schlesinger explicitly disavowed the idea that their journal should be
"anything other than a vehicle for the purpose of publishing any reasonably
serious scholar, the more empirical the better" and supported authors who
had difficultybeingpublished in the United States.20 Critiquewas founded in
1973 in response to a felt need for a "forum for left-wing scholars... who find
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nowhere to discuss the úeoretical problems which arise.... detailed research

within a broadly Marxist framework will find its home in this journal."2r

Cold war area studies had two faces, of course. \ü7hile \üTestern academ-

ics looked at úe socialist bloc, the socialist bloc stared back. Sovier writers

often pointed to what they saw as the overdy ideological nature of Western

area studies, a charge that was naturally denied in the 
'Western 

academy. The

realiry was, as usual, complex. In the early 1950s, for example, at the height

of anti-Communist hysteria in the United States, a cat was allowed to peek
out of a bag by Dimitri von Mohrenschildt, who complained about what
he termed "the oyer-emphasis on 

'scientific 
objectivity"'in Soviet studies.

lndeed, he went on:

So-called objectivity, which fails to distinguish berween Sovier
theory and practice is, to my mind, of questionable educational
value. Moreover, whether one is a humanist or e social scientist, I
wonder if, at úis juncture of history, one cen maintain an attitude
of Olympian objectivity to a régime which enslaves millions of its
peoples, maintains a vicious "hate America" campaign, and delib-
erately perverts the basic tenets of scientific inquiry. How can we
reconcile a "neuffal" attitude toward Soviet Communism with our
obligation as teachers to inculcate moral values?2t

Naturally, not all representations ofeven the totalitarian model were quite so
crude, and in eny case other explanatory theories developed quite quickly.23
But all of úis also colored'Western interest in and understanding of African
studies es practiced in Russia. On one hand, texts about Africa could be read
monoliúically as evidence of revolutionary and expansionist intentions; on
anoúer, as proof of a disinterested Marxist scienti6c pracrice. By úe 1960s,
Soviet Africanists were representing themselves to the'West in such works as
Russia andÁfica or Des africanistes russes parlent de lZlfrique,two works úat
claimed continuity from prerevolutionary times as well as special virtues for
Soviet Marxist analyses of contemporary realities.2a

In understanding Soviet writing on Africa, it is useful to have some
sens€ of the periodization of the practice of social sciences and history in
the USSR and of the USSR's intellectual history.zs ln the early 1920s, for
example, when such bodies as the lnstitute of Red Professors or the Com-
munist University ofToilers of the East (KUTV) flourished, it was assumed
úat Marxist practice could compete successfully with 

'bourgeois' 
social

science. Debates \Mere relatively open. However, this period came to an
abrupt end in late l93l with the publication of Stalin's menacing letter to
Proletarskaia Reuoliutsiia.In the context of its time, úe impact of úe letter
has be en de scribed as 

*cataclysmic." 
It called for what was termed a dghtening

of discipline among, specifically, historians, who were accused of Tiotskyite
tendencies. Research was halted, journals ceased publication, and people
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were expelled from the Party and lost their jobs.'W'ithin a short time, it had
become clear that "the theoretical front as a whole" was to be purged, and
that "hardly any sphere ofintellectual activitywas spared."26 Throughout the
Stalin period, the prevailing intellectual climate continued to be dominated
by fear. But in the i950s, under Khrushchev, and especially after the summer
oÍ l956,limited processes of de-Sralinization allowed a generalized rhaw to
take place, and some things could once again be said or written.2T Shordy

afterwards, on 26 February 1957,Soviet Africanists led by I.I. Potekhin and
D.A. Olderogge got together at the Ethnographic Institure in Moscow and
began once again to work out plans for an institute and the coordinadon of
research, plans that this time were destined to bear fruit.28 The ride was still
bumpy however; for instance, the Center ofAfrican Studies at the Academy
of Sciences, known for its associations with foreigners and dissidents, got
into trouble with the Party in the larc 1970s and was closed down until
1984, after Brezhnev had died.2e

'W'hen 
we look at the bibliography of Ethiopian or African studies

chronologically, we can see, if not the overt marks of these events, then at
least their traces. Apart from several polemical publications and Ol derogge's
collection, published during the Italian aggression in 1936,30 activity was at
low ebb from the lare 1920s until rhe mid-I950s, when Soviet Ethiopian
studies underwent a marked revival.3r

From the early 1960s onwards, as former African colonies achieved
independence ancl as the Portuguese and white minority regimes in south-

ern Africa dug in their heels, the political significance of Soviet analyses

grew significantly. First and briefly, Somalia and then Ethiopia adopted
overtly Marxist policies, and after 1975 both Mozambique and Angolacarne

to independence under parties that subsequently proclaimed themselves to
be vanguard and Marxist-Leninist. In the circumstances,'Western geostrat-
egists, bruised by the U.S. defeat in Viemam, naturally tended to regard

Soviet policy towards less-developed countries and Africa as "aggressive and
expansionist." Later on, more critical analysts came increasingly to believe,
on the contrary, that the Soviet Union was a "beleaguered major power" that
was "increasingly [seeking] relief from defense and international burdens to
allow itself greater scope for development at home."3z

The third point of the triangle was, of course, Africa itselfl The Soviet-
Africa relationship was also an Africa-Soviet relationship - a two-way street
- and the views of the Soviet Union held by Africans were not derivative of
either'West or East, but primary.l3

SOVIET WRITING ON ETHIOPIA: AN EXCEPTIONAL CASE?
The connection between Russia, broadly understood, and Ethiopia goes

back much further than is generally realized, although contacts were spo-
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radic and without very much political or economic signi6cance.34 Much of

this early contact seems to have revolved around trading information and

religious links, as Arabic literature, for example, passed through Central Asia

and into the Volga region. [n additior, by úe fourteenth century, Ethiopian

Orúodox monks had met Copts and Armenians in the religious commu-

nities ofJerusalem - indeed, the Armenians eventually took on responsi-

bility for úe maintenance of the Ethiopian communiry in the Holy Land.

However, it is only in the nineteenth century úat we can really begin to

speak confidently of systematic Russian interest in the Horn ofAfrica, eiúer

by travelers or by students of Semitic languages.35 In the space ofa chapter, it

would be impossible to refer to more than a few examples of Russian/Soviet

writings on Ethiopia. Therefore I shall restrict myself to some references -

drawn out of a hat, as it were - to a typology consisting of the travel literature,

historical work on mediaeval Ethiopia, contemporary history, and research

produced during Ethiopia's own revolutionary period.

A systematic introducdon to úe subsmntial nineteenth century Russian

travel literarure on Erhiopia is MV. Rair's Russian Expedltions to Ethiopia in

the Mid-nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries and Their Ethnographic

Materiak 36 Over the course of some sixty pages, Rait describes and evalu-

ares materials from eight different archives, collected by such adventurers

as Arnoldi, Artamonov, Ashinov, Brovtsyn and Lebedinskii, Bulatovich,

Davydov and Dragomirov, Eliseev and Leont'ev, Gudzenko, Kovalevskii,
Mashkov, Shchusev, and individuals associated with úe Russian Red Cross.37
These names are not completely unknown in'W'estern scholarship, ofcourse :
Based on such materials the ltalian scholar Carlos Zaghi produced a two-
volume monograph on Russians in Ethiopia, while the American historian
PJ. Rollins wrote a doctoral dissertation on the Ashinov adventure in úe
late 1960s.38

Of particular interest, because úey are eccessible in a modern English
translation, are the writings of Alexander K. Bulatovich, who was mildly dis-
paraged during the Soviet period es an "hussar, a drifter, and a schemer."3e fn
this respect, howeveç he was probably no more disreputable than any of the
other European adventurers of the time. Bulatovich was a cavalryman who
traveled to Ethiopia with a Russian Red Cross detachment during ú. Italian
invasion there of 1896. At the end of the year, after úe Red Cross envoys
withdrew, he went to western Ethiopia on his own account. He crossed the
Baro River and on his way back reached the lower stretches of the Didessa
fuver. In September úat ïear, he returned to Ethiopia as a member of an
*extraordinary 

diplomatic mission' of over thirty people, dispatched by the
tsar to Emperor Menelik. The mission took over four months to reach Addis
Ababa, arriving only in February 1898, and several of its senior members
were still úere as late as 1899.
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Bulatovich's observations are still of interest as primary sources on late-
nineteenth century Ethiopia. Th.y are contained in three works, namely
From Entoto to the Baro Riuer (1897); Through Ábyssinia acrzss Kaffa to Lake
Rudolph (1899), andWith the Troops ofMenelik II: Á Diary ofthe Campar.gn

_fro* Ethiopia to Lake Rudolph (1900). Th.y arrracred some conremporary
attention and were the subject of a detailed study in Russian by L.E. Kubbel'
in1967. Mosr recently, theyhave been rranslated and published in English.4o
fuchard Reid commented of the newversion that itwas "an excitingaddition
to the body of primary sources available to'W'estern historians and anthro-
pologists dealing with the Ethiopian region in the late nineteenth century."
Reid went on

Bulatovicht narrative combines scientific clarity with obvious, but
never undisciplined, passion; he has much ro say about politics, reli-
gion, the army, the e conomy and coundess other espects of iA.bys-
sinian" life at the end of the nineteenth century. His observations
of the peoples on the receiving end of Ethiopian expansionism,
especially to úe west and south, ere as sympathetic and as free from
the prejudices of the day as one cen hope to find, while his witness
to the nature of that expansionism is invaluable. His attention to
detail - from political relations, to personal histories, to trade and
prices, to terrain - recalls that of his near-contemporary slightly
further south, Emin Pasha. This is, in sum, an exciting addition to
the body of primary sources available to 

'S(i'estern 
historians and

anthropologists dealing with the Ethiopian region in the late nine-
teenth century....al

Prerevolutionary travel books are not the only materials in Russian that merit
attention however. The works of Iu.M. tcobishchanov represenr rhe besr tra-
ditions of Russia n aos tokoaedenie, wirhin the Sovier sysrem. Kobishchanov
was born in Khar'kov ín 1934 and rose quickly through Soviet academic
ranks, becoming a candidate in historical sciences at the age of twenty-
eight. Kobishchanov, like Rait, artended international conferences during
the Soviet years and has also contributed occasionally in English to such
collections as UNESCO's General History ofÁfrica.a2 His magnum opus on
rhe Axumite kingdom was published in Russian ín 1966.43 The book is an
authoritative synthesis of historical and economic knowledge about Axum
from a wide range of sources, including epigraphic materials. A translation4
by Lorraine Kapitanoffof this and another work by Kobishchanov, revised
and updated by the author, was published in the Unired States in 1979,
edited byJoseph Michaels.at David Killick recendy commented approvingly
that Kobishchanovt book is a

masterly study of records in many languages relating to the early

l;* *T r :ïïïïi ;í ffi;; -#:Hnï :i::;ï:: ï:l;::l
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Kobishchanovt work remains an essential work for research on
Axum.tr

hdeed, Kobishchanov has continued to be routinely cited into úe late

1990s, for example by such authors asJacke Phillips or Donald Crummey.aT
Ar rhe time of publication, the book was described as 'the best currendy
available synthesis of historical knowledge' and as oan accurate, relatively
up-to-date and well-organized synthesis of the present state of Axumite
studies.'a8 Kobishchanov has subsequently published other monographs,
including a work that locates the Axumite polity in its regional and global
context during úe sixth and seventh centuries.ae

After the fall of Emperor Haile Sellassie in 1975 and the advent of úe
Derg (a committee of military officers), Soviet interest in Ethiopia received
an important stimulus. Not only was the country friendly and accessible
to Soviet experts, but its policies and institutions had begun to be copied
from Soviet models. Thus, úe last decade or so of the Soviet l-/nion, from
1975 undl 1991, was one in which Ethiopian studies flourished and one in
which such scholars as GV. Tbypkin, G.L. Galperin, and the prolific V.S.
Iag'iapublished interesting economic, political, sociological, and historical
monographs. Two important conferences were also held in úe last period:
rhe 6rst, for local researchers (the All-Union Conference on Eúiopian
Studies, held in Moscow ín1979); úe other, úe ninth in the triennial series
of International Conferences of Ethiopian Studies, held in the same city in
August 1986, as the epoch of glasnost' and perestroika got under way. At úis
latter meeting, Soviet researchers alone presented over 6fty papers and úe
published proceedings mke up six volumes.to

A certain formalism, regarding fot example the objective conditions for
political change, may perhaps be detected in the problematization and peri-
odizadon adopted by Russian éthiopkants of the late Soviet period. Iag'ia,
for example, worries about whether Ethiopian absolutism \ilas consolidated
under Haile Sellassie by the adoption of úe 1955 Constitution; both
Gal perin and lag'ia ere preoccupied with úe date on which the lg74revolu-
tion can be said to have begun.sr Tsypkin, however, has focused in his major
writings on rhe political and military processes by which the Ethiopian state
emerged from rhe "scramble for Africa" as a still independent African polity
in the early twentieth century. He has written three major works: a study of
the centralizing tendencies of the Ethiopian state in the early 1900s, another
work on Eúiopia's military resistance to European encroachment, and an
ambitious 400-page synúetic history of modern Ethiopia, coauthored wiú
Iag'ia.52 The first book is an account of úe processes of political unification
in the Ethiopian Empire in the late nineteenú and early twentieth centuries,
processes which Tsypkin attribures mainly to an internal dynamic rather than
to foreign pressures. His second work deals with the military engegements of
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the feudal and absolutist Ethiopian state with various European adventures,

from the Napier expedirion of 1867-1868 through the period of Ethiopian

expansionism to the second war against Italy in 1935, including an account

of the "Patriot resistance" up to lg4l.Tsypkin uses Russian archival primary

sources as well as printed traveler's accounts and thus provides a genuinely
fresh perspective.

The longstanding religious and cultural links between Russia and Ethio-

pia furnished the documentary base of travel and military literature for

Erhiopian srudies ro emerge in Russia; political links in the period between

the overthrow of Haile Selassieinlg74 and the collapse of the Soviet Union

in 1991 reinforced this tendency. It remains to be seen, however, whether

the tradition is strong enough to sustain and reproduce itself into the future

in the epoch of globalization.

CONFORMING TO THE STEREOTYPE: SOVIET WRITING ON
EAST AFRICA

In contrast to the corpus of Russian writing on Ethiopia, the available

Soviet material on East Africa (taken here to mean Kenya, Tânzania, and

Uganda) is significandy less interesting to the 
'W'estern 

or African reader
- which is not to say, of course, úat it failed in its purpose of providing
information and analysis to a Russian audience. There are some interest-

ing synthetic analyses, such as Irina Filatovat book on Kenya or Aleksandr

Balezin's accounr ofthe evolution of rraditional chiefdoms in Uganda during

rhe colonial period.t3 But there is also dross.ta fn a text written nearly forty

years ago, David Morison characterized Soviet African srudies as

a collective undertaking, which has to be viewed as a whole before
the purport of individual contributions can be appreciated.... The
emphasis is not on originality, but on conformity. 

'When 
Soviet Afri-

canists disagree, it is about the correct application of Marxist-Lenin-
ist theory.... The incentive is not that of contributing original work
to the whole existing corpus of African studies, but of building up a
Soaiet corpus of these studies, with its own distinctive characte r.55

A serious responsibiliry for the Soviet Africanist, Morison adds, is that of
"generalization" for the wider public, and the distincdon between popular

and academic writing is much less sharply demarcated than would be the

case in Western Europe, North America, or Africa itself. The tendency to

generalize also translates into a significant number of works dealing wiú

very broad geographical-developmental categories such es "developing

countries," "black Africal' or "tropical Africai' buried within which, it is

true, there may often be chapters or sections dealing with specific countries.
In this context, Soviet researchers rvere also explicitly utilitarian in their

approach to the issues:
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Soviet scholars consider it their duty to render aid to Africans. Th.y
want African studies to serve the progress ofÂfrica. The USSRs atti-
tude to the national liberation movements... has been characterized
by a principled, class approach.... Soviet scholars ofAfrica are faced
wiú úe task of helping the African peoples to overcome economic
backwardness... [and to create] social progress of the continent.t6

This utilitarianism can be clearly seen in the approach to teaching African

languages such as Kiswahili. In the 1960s Morison described this as being
"úorough, practical and up-to-datei along with úe vernacular press,
required reading.tT Of course, much of the quoted passage would also be
perfectly acceptable as a declaration of purpose to many 

'Western 
African-

ists. lndeed, in one well-publicized case, a Western academic abandoned
African studies precisely because of his disillusionment over the possibiliry
of helping to achieve any of these or similar objectives.t8

Naturally Tenzania, as an explicidy socialist if non-Marxist experiment,
attracted early attendon from Soviet analysts. At the beginningof úe 1960s
such commentators as G.A. Usov, V. Kuznetsov, S. Sergeev, or the ubiqui-
tous V.Ia. Katsman were writing quite sympathetic accounm on such topics
as úe TANU's strained relations with the local trade union movemenr, or
rhe difficuldes of maintaining an independent foreign policy when relying
on development aid. But much of the material on Tanzania was insipid, to
the extent that it provoked protest even wiúin the Soviet Union; in 1965,
Narody Ázii i ÁÍiki took the unusual step ofpublishing a critical letter from
a reader in Baku, one Iu. Karabakhly. Comrade Karab"Lhly felt that úe
articles on Tanzania in standard Rusrian reference works consisted mainly
of truisms raúer than analysis, and he deplored the neer-monopoly enjoyed
by the views of Dr. Katsman.5e

CONCLUSION: THE POST-SOVIET CHARACTER OF RUSSIAN
AFRICAN STUDIES?

As we have seen, úe demise ofthe Soviet Union led to the rapid collapse
of Soviet area studies in the West. At úe same dme, the brutal economic
'reforms" 

of the early Yeltsin period have caused a much more traumatic
and possibly irrecoverable material collapse of area studies - including boú
the broader category of Oriental studies (aostokoaedenie) and the narrower
African smdies (afrikan;stika) - in Russia itself, One observer reported
grimly, and with a touch ofhyperbole, that

[t]he first casualties of the post-1991 economic reforms have been
Middle East studies scholars. The conversion to a free market
economy was sudden and uncontrolled, causing weges to lag far
behind runaway inflation and cost of living increases. During the
l99l-92 economic crisis, many Middle East experts, including úe
most promising of the younger generation, left Russia for better
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paying positions in universities and institutçv. in Vestern Europe,
the US and Canada.... Some scholars whortrd not emigrate left
academe for the private sector.6o

There is litde doubt that the atrempr ro introduce e capitalist system in

Russia in the 1990s resulted in the destruction of much of the institutional

framework of civil life. As Boris Kagarlitsky has argued, many structures
- including governmental structures at all levels - were desroyed as "relics"

of the past, règardless of the fact that they had bécome fundamental to social
and cultural activity. But nothing wes put in their place.6r Higher education
and research institutions were simplyexpecte d to become "6rms that provide
educational services and research output to meet the specified demand."

Established centers and committed individuals continue, of course,
to pursue teaching and research strategies for African studies, as Vladi-
mir Shubin has described in a fairly optimistic accounr written in the lare
1990s. According to Shubin, himself author of a path-breaking analysis of
the ANC's relationship to the Soviet {Jnion,62 despite the collapse of the
Russian economy and the undoubtedly

hard times that followed it, the IAS flnstitute for African Studies],
he aded by Prof Alexei Vassiliev, remains appare ntly the biggest center
of African Studies in the world with the staffof over 180 including
about 130 researchers, most ofwhom have Ph.D. degrees. Besides it,
African rese arch is conducted at the African Studies Center of the
Institute of Universal History, lnstitute for Oriental Studies (mostly
on Northern Africa), Institute of'World Economy and International
Relations, Institute of Vorld Literature, lnstitute of Linguistics,
Institute oFstate and Law (all in Moscow) as well as the Museum of
Anthropology and Ethnography (in St. Petersburg).03

But does size matter? A few sentences later, Shubin admits that'as fwith]
other fields of humanities and sciences, in general úey suffered from several
budget cuts during the last six years of the IMF-inspired "reforms." The
funding from the state budget to the Academy institutes is a meager 15
percent of the 1990 allocation. If in general the smndard of life dropped
by 50 percent, it dropped four or five times for academics." According to
Shubin, post-Soviet African studies has concentrated mainly on seyen
themes: theoretical srudies of a socioculrural nature; economic research;
history, especially military history; the preparation of reference works;
international relations, especially regional conficts; gender studies; and
development studies, with a view to strengthening future Russian-African
coope ration.64

Economic conditions and other circumstances conspire, by and large, to
prevent large numbers of young Russian Africanists from working systemati-
cally in Africa, and so it seems improbable thar a strong empirical uadition
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will emerge in the near future. Howeyer, et least as far as Africa is concerned,
unquestionably the most important single development for Russian research-
ers has been úe opening of the stat€ archives.6t Indeed, in one notable case, a
massive archive has actually been discoaered.The very existence of úe Center
for the Preservation of a Reserve Record (Ilenn kltraneniia strakhoaogo

fonda), in úe small Siberian town of Ialutorovsk, was kept secret during
úe Soviet period.6 This center is basically a backup facility for various state
archives in European Russia. All these changes are opening up new vistas for
our knowledge of such topics as the involvement of úe Third (Communist)

fnternational in African affairs, diplomatic affairs, or the early development
ofAfrican studies in the USSR.

New work that has appeared in this vein includes a general collection
of documents, in Russian, on the Comintern and Africa compiled by Valen-
tin Gorodnov, a collection on the Comintern and South Africa published
in English in London, a documentary collection on relations between the
Soviet Union and Africa edited by Apollon Davidson, wiú substantial sec-
tions on the Comintern and on relations with Ethiopia, and another fasci-
nadng collecdon of documents and memoirs, often in a relatively informal
style, on Soviet Africanists up to the 1960s, also under the general editor-
ship of Davidson.6T These works significantly extend our knowledge of the
workings ofúe Soviet state in this arena and of the reladonship between úe
state and úe academy.

Another category of research product that may one day emerge from
the archives or libraries, and could be of considerable interest for W'estern
and African students, is the closed Party works designate d" dlia sluzhebnogo
pol'zoaaniia" or "for official use [only]." Often produced as pamphlets, col-
lecdons, theses, or eyen monographs within such closely supervised CPSU
Central Committe e structures as úe Academy ofsocial Sciences or úe lnsti-
tute of Social Sciences, these "closed workso seem at present to be extremely
hard to identify and locate.68

Nevertheless, despite the hope for a formal survival ofAfrican studies in
the statisrics quoted from Vladimir Shubin earlier in rhis chaprer, quesrions
remain. In a recent article, Vladimir Lopatov pum úe question bluntly: 

'Is

Russia in need of Africa?"6e Lopatov returned a qualified answer: There
has been something of a brain drain of senior scholars, wiú, for example,
Shubin, Davidson, and Filatova working for lengthy periods in Souú Africa
and with some young researchers leaving for úe United States.

'What, 
then, of the future for Ethiopian and African studies in Russia?

Of course, although Russia is no longer a monolithic Communist state, it is
also some way from being a W'estern-style democratic and pluralist democ-
racy and may indeed never become one. Ethiopia has also abandoned úe
revolutionary socialist path, and Eúiopian studies have been transformed
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over the last thirty years or so, not the least by such phenomena as úe new-

found cultural and'historical assertiveness of the Oromo and other subject

peoples. In Russia, úe economic transformation to functioning capitalism

i,", prou.d much more difficult than some had supposed, 
"ld 

rhi authori-

t"ri*n tendencies of the Pest haYe also proved hard to shake off.70 In the

academy, although ,.r."rih.rs are now free from ideological restraint, they

have not simply-"joined the Vest'or elected to share American or W'estern

European rh.tn"ti. or merhodological preoccuPations. Indeed, the expecta-

tion ihat rhere would be a fairly rapid convergence with'W'estern practice

in both merhodology and focus in the historical and social sciences has

not been fulfilled, ai Boris Mironov has pointed out. Some comm€ntators'

Mironov writes, believe that

... in the pre-peresrroika era, before úe end of the 1980s, American

and Soviìr hìstoriography shared more than they do now, in the

early 2lst cenrury. In úe USA, as in the ussR, one and the same

proLl.rn, were investigated, using similar approaches and methods,

usn"lly those associated with the Ánnales school. In the 1990s,

Americans reoriented themselves to cultural history.... Russians,

meanwhile, made only a thematic turn, without altering their previ-

ous merhodology.... Ii is true that Russia too has a few postmodern-

ists, but for theãost pârt they are to be found among historians of

the medieval 
'West 

and among literary specialists'7r

Despite the catastrophic collapse of the material conditions necessary for

efiËidve research, Rússian afikanistika seems as yet - and viewed of course

from the outside - relatively unaffected by the soul-searching that has

marked'W'estern area studies in the 1990s. W'hether that is a good thing

remains to be seen. In rhe meantime, the body of work bequeathed to us by

researchers in the Soviet period remains, by most'Westerners at least, seri-

ously underutilized.
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